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Abstract. Generalizing a notion defined by Jain and L6pez-permouth ll2l, we call a module
Q e olMl weakly injective (resp. weakly tight) inolMlif, for every finitely generated submodule
Nofthe M-inject lehu[ f ,  Niscontainedinasubmodule y otQ suchthatr - p (resp. Nis
finitely O-cogenerated). For some classes M of weakly injectives in o [M], we study the inJtances
in which direct sums of modules from M are weakly injective in ofMl. ln particular, we get
necessary and sufficient conditions for f -weak injectivity or !-weak tightness of the injectivehull of a simple module. As a consequence, we get chancteizations for q.f.d. rings by mians of
weakly injective modules given by Al-Huzali, Jain, and L6pez-permouth [2].
L. Introduction
Throughout this paper, all rings are associative with identity and all modules are unitary.
For a module M over a ring R, we write MyGM) to indicate that M is a right (left)
R-module. we denote the category of all right R-modules by Mod-R, and for any
M e Mod' - R, ofMl stands for the full subcategory of Mod - R whose objects are
submodules of M-generated modules (see [16]). Given a module Xp, the iniective hull
of X in Mod - R (resp. in olMlis denoted by E(X) 1resp. ?).
Let Mp be a fixed module and K a class of simple modules in olMl. we denote
S o c 5 ( X ) : f { a  c X l A - p  f o r s o m e p e  K } .
Recall in [7] that x e o[Ml is said to be countably thick relative ro K if Socrc ( x /A) is
finitely generated for all A c X.
We consider some cases.
case L If K is the class of all simple modules in olMf, then X e olMl is countably
thick relative to K if and only if all factor modules of X have a finite uniform dimension,
that is, X is q.f.d. (see [8, 9]).
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Case 2. Modules in olMl which are countably thick relative to {P} for all simple P in
ofMl, coincide with countably distributive modules in olM) (see Lemma 1).
A module Xp is called countably distributive [4, 5] if
A + n a , : f l ( a +  n  A , , )
ie lN ie lN l€f f \ { t }
for all submodules A of X and all families {A;}av of submodules of X'
For a module Xp and a module property IF, X is said to be | -tr in cases where every
direct sum of copies of X enjoys the property tr (see [1]). Also, we call X locally F in
cases where every finitely generated submodule of X enjoys the property tr.
X is said to be a CFD module if every cyclic submodule of X has a finite uniform
dimension (see [3]). It is easy to see that every locally Noetherian module is locally q.f.d.
and every locally q.f.d. module is CFD.
The paper contains further developments of the ideas in 12' 4' 5, 8l'
2. Thickness Relative to K
with the above definitions, we have the following necessaly lemma [5, Theorem 1].
Lemma l. For a module x e olMl, the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) X ls countably distributive;
(b) for each simple P e olMl, X is countably thick relative to [P];
(c) in each factor module of X, any independent system A of nonzero isomorphic
submodules is finite;
(d) L@, , I aiR) : R for every system {at}w of elements of x, where
ietN j€r / \ t t l
( a : B ) - [ r e R \ a r e B ] .
The next proposition is a generalization of [8,Theorem], I14,Proposition 2'2], and
[5,Theorem 2].
Proposition 2. For a module X e olMl and any class K of simple modules in olMl'
the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) X is countably thickrelative to K;
(b) for any submodule A of x andfor every properly ascending chain 81 C Bz c '''
of submodules of XlA, there exists n e IN such that Socp(B) : Socrc(B-) for
a l l m > n ;
(c) foreachsubmodule K of X,thereexistsafinitely generatedsubmoduleT of K such
that HomR(K lr, D : 0for all P e K.
Proof. (a) + (b). Let 81 c Bz C'.. be a properly ascending chain of submodules
of the factor module X/A. Since X is countably thick relative to K, Socrc(Ua/ B;) is
f in i te lygenerated.SoSoc5([J^B;) :Socrc(8, ) forsomet? 'Hence' (b) fo l lows'
(b) + (c). Suppose for Zp, every finitely generated submodule T of Z is contained
in a maximal submodule Q of Z, for which Z lQ = P e K. Then by induction it is
easy to see for each n e ,\vr the existence of maximal submodules Qt, ..., Q" of Z and
elements xr , . . . ,  xn e Z, forwhichx;  d Qi ,x i  e  Q1 fota l l  j  >  iandZlQ;  -  P;  eK'
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where i < n. (Atthe nth step of our process, we choose a maximal submodule Q, nd
an arbitrary element xn / Qnsuch that T *,n c Q, and ZlQ, = P, e K.)Let
and
ie lN
for all n e trrl. We observe that Y : Yn @ Z, (see [9, p.43]). But then the properly
ascending chnn 21 C Zz C' ' ' of submodules of Y contradicts condition (b)'
(c) =+ (a). Suppose for a system (Pi)a" of simple modules from K and submodules
L c K C X, we have K lL =,q 4. Choose a finitely generated submodule T of K
for which HomR(K I 7,4 ) : 0 f;; all i e o{. Then Homa ( K / (T + L), P) : 0 for all
i  e  IN.ButKlQ * I )  isahomomorphic imageof  @ &,  sowehave KIQ + L) :0,
thatis, T + L: K and then KIL = TIQ O l), whichcontradictsthe factthat Z is
finitely generated. I
Thenextlemmais ageneraltzationof [5,Corollary6] and [6,Lemma7]. Recallthata
class K c olMl is called a Serre class in olMl if it is closed under submodules, factor
modules and extensions in olMl (e.g., [10]).
Proposition 3. The class of all modules in olMl which are countably thick relative to
K is a Serre class in olMf.
Proof. Let A be asubmodule of Xa. It is clear that if X is countably thick relative
to K, then A and XIA are countably thick relative to K' Moreover, suppose A and
Xl A arecountably thick relative to K. By Proposition 2, for a submodule K C X,
we choose finitely generated submodules Zr c K n A and Tz c K for which
HomR((K n A) /T| ,P)  :  0  and Homp(KlQz' l  K a A) ,P)  :  0  for  a l l  P e K.
Let i :  (Kni l /Tr  - '>  K/Tl  betheinc lus ionmap andTr i  K lT l  -+ K/(Tr*Tz)
and r : K/(Tt -t T) + K/6 n A * T) the natural projection maps. Then
for / e Homn(K/(Tr + T),P), we find that fni : 0 and / : It for some
g:  K/(72+r n A)  - -+ P.  Sinceg:0, then f  :0 .  ByProposi t ion2,we conclude
that X is countably thick relative to K. I
The next two propositions are similar to [16, 27 .2 and,27 .31. We present the proofs
for the convenience of the readers.
Proposition 4. Let K be a class of simple modules in o[M).
(I) Izt 0 -+ N/ -+ N -+ N" --> 0 be an exact sequence in olMl.
, : t / ) g , ,
ielN
n
' , : (n o,) l(n o,),
i = l  i e l N
z, :  (  )  0,)  l (n o,) ,
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(1) If N is locally countably thick relative to K, then Nl and N,, are locally
countably thick relative to K.
(r1) If Nt is countably thick relative to K and N" is locally countably thick relative
to K, then N is locally countably thick relative to K.
(2) The direct sum of modules in olMl which are locally countably thick relative to K
is again locally countably thick relative to K.
Proof. (l)(1) The proof is straightforward.
(l)(ii) Let N/ be countably thick relative to K, Ntt locally countably thick relative to
K, and K a finitely generated submodule of N. Then by using the exact commutatire
diagram
0 - + K
0 -->
N' -->
--)
K -->
Y
N -->
n
Y
N,
K / K n N '  - +  0
.t
N" --+ 0
we see that K O N' and K lK a N' are countably thick relative to K. By Proposition 3-
K is also countably thick relative to K.
(2) By Proposition 3, every finite direct sum of countably thick relative to K modules Lr
countably thick relative to K. If N , X e o[Ml are locally countably thick relative to K.
then N O X is locally countably thick relative to K.Let K be a submodule of N O X
generatedbytheelements (nt ,x t ) , . . . , (nr ,x , ) inK (wi thn;  
€ N,x i  
€  
X,r  e f i ) .The
submodulesN': I niR c NandX/ - D*,n C XarccountablythickrelativetoK
l < r
byassumption,andhence, N'g-X' iscountablythickrelativetoK.SinceK c N'OX'.
K is also countably thick relative to K.
By induction, we see that every finite direct sum of locally countably thick relative
to K modules in olMl is locally countably thick relative to K. Then the corresponding
assertion is true for arbitrary sums since every finitely generated submodule of it is
contained in a finite partial sum. r
Corollary 5, For a module Mp and any class K of simple modules in olMf. the
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) M is locally countably thick relative to K;
(b) every cyclic submodule of M is countably thick relative to K;
@) U@) is locatly countably thick relative to K;
(d) o [M] has a set of generators consisting of modules which are countably thick relafir.e
to K;
(e) every finitely generated (cyclic) module in o[Ml is countably thick relative to K:
(f) every module in o[Ml is locally countably thick relative to K.
Proof. This follows Proposition 4 andthe fact that the finitely generated submodules of
M@) forma set of generators of olMl. I
3. Thickness vs. Weak Injectivity
Given a module Mp and Q e olMl, we Xy rhat Q is weakly injective inolMlrf,tq
every finitely generated submodule N of Q, there exists a submodule Y of 0 such har
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N c y - Q. Note that this notion is different from weakly M-injective as defined in
[16 ,16 .9 ] .
We say that Q is tight in o[Ml if every finitely generated submodule N of Q is
embeddable in Q, and Q is weakly tight in olMl lf every finitely generated submodule
N of Q is embeddable in a direct sum of copies of Q.
A module 0n is said to be weakly injective [12] (tight tl1l) if it is weakly injective
(tight) in olRnl : Mod - R. It is clear that every weakly injective n olMl is tight in
olMl, and eyery tight module in olMlis weakly tight in o[M], but weak tightness does
not imply tightness. For this, consider the category olQ/Zl,i.e., the torsion Z-modules.
Then X : Q / Z @ Z / p Z is a cogenerator in o lQ I Zl and X - Q / Z @ Zp-. Obviously,
X is^weakly tight in olQlzl (since the category olQryl is locally artinian).. But
ZlpzZ @ Z/p2Z is a finitely generated submodule of X- which is not embeddable
in X.
By the proof of [15, Lemma 2], we obtain the following:
Lemma 6. For a module Mp and Q, L e o[Ml, we have
(a) if Q and L are weakly injective in olMl, then Q @ L is also weakly injective in
o lM l ;
(b) if Q is an essential submodule of L and Q is weakly injective in olMl, then L is
weakly injective in olMl.
Now, we are in the position to prove the main result.
Theorem 7. For a module Mp and. any class K of simples in olMf, the following
conditions are e quiv alent:
(a) M is locally countably thick relative to Ki
(b) every direct sum O,t Er of injectives in olMl, where each E7 is essential over
Soc11(E7), is weakly injective in olMl;
(c) every direct surn A t M^ of weakly injectives in ofMl, where each M7 is essential
over Socp(M;), is weakly injective in olMl;
(d) every direct sum On 4, where Px e K, is weakly injective in olMl;(e) every direct sum Orr Pr, where P7 e K, is weakly tight in ofMl.
Proof. (a)+ (b). Consider X : (E,r 81, where E1 is injectiveinolMl forevery.l. e A
and Socy6(.E1) is essential in 81.
Let N be a finitely generated submodule of X. By the hypothesis, Socrc(N) is flnitely
generated, that is,
soc5(N) : Pr O ... @ Pn with P; - P! forsome P/ e K (l < i < n).
So
Socrc(N) c Socrc(?) : Socrc(X) c X,
andhence,Socrc(N) c  Er ,  @.. .@Ex^forsomef in i te{) .1, . . . , ) ,^ l .This impl iesthat
Er, @ ' .. @ Ex^ contains an injective hull E of Socp(N). Since E is injective and
contained in X, we may write X : E O K for some submodule K of X. On the other
hand, let fi b" - injective hull of N inside ?. Then fi : 6?= E. Since Socrc(N)j : l
isessent ial infr , i t fo l lowsthatfrn K:0.SoletY: frO K - EOK: X,proving
that X is weakly injective in ofMl.
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(b) + (c). Consider the module X : Orr M7, a direct sum of weakly injectives
M'^'s are weakly injective in o[M], the finite sum @. Y1 is weakly injective in olMl,
and therefore, there exists Xr : (Er Yr. : (Er M1 such that N c Xr c Sf?r. not
then N c Xr O ((Entr Y) = X, proving our claim.
(c) + (d) and (d) 4 (e) are trivial.
(e) =+ (a). Let C be a finitely generated submodule of M.If Soc6(C) : 0, we are
done. Suppose 0 I Soc5(C) : Orr P1, where P7 = Pi for some P^ e K. We show
that Socrc(C) is finitely generated.
For this, consider the diagram
0 -----> J-r C
where g and y are inclusion homomorphisms. By M-injectivity, there exists ry' such that
,lry : g. By our hypothesis, On Pr is weakly tight in olMl, hencglmg . llf it
finitely @n ?1 -cogenerated. Therefore, Socrc(C) is embeddable in P1, O' ' 'O P1, for
some 11, ..., Ln € A. Since each P1, is uniform, Socrc (C) has a finite uniform dimension
and is therefore finitely generated. I
For K : {P}, P is a simple module ino[Ml, and we obtain the following:
Corollary 8. For a module Mp and a simple module P in o[Ml, the following
conditions are equivalent'.
(a) M is locally countably thick relative to [P];
(b) every direct sum Ort E^ of iniectives in olMl, where each E7 is essential over
Soc1r1(Er,), is weakly injective in olMl;
(c) every direct sum O n Mx of weakly injectives in olMl, where each Mx is essential
over Soc1p1(M7), is weakly iniective in olMl;
(O 4 is l-weakly injective in olMl;(e) P ls l-weakly tight in o[Ml.
In the case where Corollary 8 applies for all simple modules, we have the following:
Corollary 9. For a module Mp, the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) M is locally countably distributive;
(b) for each simple module P in o[M], every direct sum @ t E7 of injectives in olMl,
where each E7 is essential over Socgl(E), is weakly injective in olMl;
(c) for each simple module P in olMl, every direct sum $ n M7 of weakly injectives
in olMl, where each M7 is essential over Socgl(M), is weakly injective in olMl;
(d) for each simple module P in olMl, Qis l-weatcly iniective in ofMl;(e) for each simple module P in o[M], P is l-weakly tight in olM|
O,r P;'
l ' o
--"---->
O,r P^
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Finally, taking for K all simple R-modules (in o[M]) and using Theorem 7 and
arguments from [2,Theorem], we have the following:
Proposition lO. For a module Mp, the following conditions are equivalent:(a) M is locally q.f.d.;
(b) every direct sum of injectives in olMl is weakly injective in o[M];
(c) direct sums of weakly injectives are weakly injective in olMl;
(d) every direct sum O,l P,r, where each P1 is simple in olMl, is weakly injective in
olMl ;
(e) every direct sum @ n fi , where each P7 is simple in o [M], is weakly tight in o [M].
Proof. (a) + (b). For this, the proof of (1) + (2) of [2, Theorem] applies.
(b) + (c). This is obtained by the proof of (b) + (c) of Theorem 7.
Other implications follow from Theorem 7. I
In the case of M : Rp, from Proposition 10, we obtain [2, Theorem].
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